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“Behold who you are. May we become what we receive.”1 

 

At the end of a Sunday night Eucharist at Emmanuel Church in Boston, the usher handed me a few wadded-up 

dollar bills offered during the collection. The usher said that he did not know if he should have taken the money. 

The money was a gift of an unhoused man, who spent nights on the steps of the church.  

The next morning, I handed the wad of bills to Christopher, our parish administrator. Christopher was a 

good friend. Christopher was a wonderful mess, iconoclastic and godly to the core. Christopher had a way of 

teaching me a lot about the heart of God at moments that mattered.  

I told Christopher that I felt like I was holding something holy. I wasn’t sure what to do with the money. 

Christopher responded by inviting me to go with him to the Busch Reisinger Museum at Harvard University. 

We went the next afternoon. 

Christopher led me to a sculpture by Ernst Barlach titled The Crippled Beggar.  The story behind the 

sculpture is as compelling as the work itself. Completed in 1930, the sculpture is of a haggard man on crutches 

with upturned face and eyes.  The work “was commissioned for a niche high on the fourteenth-century brick 

façade of the former church of St. Catherine in Lübeck, Germany. Although sixteen figures were originally 

planned, protests from reactionary critics and lack of funding stymied the project. Barlach completed only 

three.”2   

The title of the commission was The Community of Saints. The National Socialists called The Community 

of Saints a mockery of the divine.  

The works of Barlach were included in the Entartete Kunst, the degenerate art exhibition, which opened in 

Munich July 19, 1937.  Important works were collected from public museums for the presentation.  The art was 

assembled for the purpose of clarifying for the German people what type of modern art was unacceptable.   

Barlach died in 1938, a year after he was informed that he would no longer be allowed to exhibit. Barlach 

was said to be un-German, Slavic, unbalanced, a lunatic. 

Christopher was being Christopher. The visit to the museum reminded me that the man, who handed us a 

wad of bills, had disturbed my sometimes more sufficient, contained, clean, noblesse oblige image of the 

community of saints. The sculpture of the crippled beggar dressed me down, clarified for me that the man with 

the wad of bills was more than an object of concern, more than an outsider for insider me to reach toward with 

compassion. The sculpture insinuated that the man who handed us a wad of bills was more and different that an 

object of my magnanimity, a social ministry project. The man was the church writ large.  

Association with disenfranchised people is less a matter of ethics and more a function of location. Presence 

with put-down and put-upon people is not so much a concern about what the church does but rather an indicator 

of where the church is. The church's fidelity with the broken and bent ones is not a medium for our largess but a 

mark of our existence. Church is the broken and bent ones. Church is the crippled beggar.   

 Jurgen Moltmann writes:  ubi Christus, ibi ecclesia.3  Where Christ is, there is the church.  Not where 

the church is, there is Christ.  Where Christ is, there is the church.  That Christ has been with the least as the 

least is, for me, the most predictable characteristic of Christ and the best clue I have in regard to the 

whereabouts of the church.  Christ and the church are as bound to the marginalized and erased as the Red Sox 

are to Fenway Park.  

                                                      
1 Words spoken by the Celebrant during Eucharist, before the distribution of the elements, at Emery House, the rural retreat of 

the Society of Saint John the Evangelist, a monastic community of the Anglican tradition, in Cambridge, Massachusetts.  
2 From the gallery text, The Crippled Beggar, Bush-Reisinger Museum, Harvard University.  
3 Jurgen Moltmann, The Church in the Power of the Spirit: A Contribution to Messianic Ecclesiology (Minneapolis: Fortress 

Press, 1993), 123. 
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 Such a criterion of Christ and the church at first glance suggests an exclusionary smear on the God 

business, as if only downcasts are in the club.  Before we shout, “What am I, chopped liver!?,” remember that 

chopped liver is probably something we are more like than not.  Who among us has not spent time in the desert 

of disconsolation? Who among us has not spent a good amount of time in the valley of the shadow of death? 

Who among us has not used the privilege of social location to dismiss and deny the underbelly of our-lives-the-

way-they-really-are?  

Maundy Thursday is the night when we acknowledge the advent of Eucharist, the gift of a common meal 

that establishes to whom we belong—the heart of God—and for whom we exist—each another. And, just in 

case such love was lost on any of those around the table, like Simon Peter, Jesus washed their feet and 

instructed the disciples to wash one another’s feet.  

Tonight’s Eucharist is more than a collection of empire-weary souls receiving a rationed balm, performing 

a duty required, swallowing a prescription to ease angst, hoping to become different than we are.  

Tonight’s Eucharist is as it was the night of its inception, a band of broken and bent folks making 

community, just as we are, time and time again, again and again. And just in case such love is lost on us, we are 

invited to wash each other’s hands.  

Our lives are a widow's mite.  We have so little to give.  We have so much solidarity to gain. Church is 

about relation with an executed God and among beleaguered neighbors. God and neighbor, neighbor and God. 

Pray it both ways, as a litany, over and over. The distinction dissolves. Two become one.  

Where, then, does God go? 

The executed God rises in and as the space between us. That possibility opens more and new space for us to 

reflect on the nature of our relations.  

Amen.       

 


